
2017 SG101 MP3 Compilation 
01 - Danny Snyder "Meeksville" 
Uploaded by DannySnyder. 
Here's a song that started out very heavy and as it progressed I ended up with the melody you 
hear on the latter half. I decided I liked that better than the heavy stuff so I threw that away and 
re-wrote the first half of the song. At that time I also got a new delay pedal (TC Electronics 
Flashback) and decided to have some fun with it. At some point I decided there's a touch of the 
Joe Meek style in there somewhere, hence the title. If I record it with a band someday, the 
compressors will be slamming. The meter is 6/8 underused but a fantastic meter to work with. It 
can sound like 2/4 when you stick to quarter notes, in fact I start out with a march, but when you 
kick in the eighths you swing, baby! 

02 - The Insanitizers "Dark Eyes Rock" 
Uploaded by Squid. 
This is the soundtrack to the video I posted on YouTube https://youtu.be/l1knSE4fwAw plus a 
little delay. I mic'd a Traynor YCV20WR all tube amplifier for the lead, as the video shows. 
Bridge + neck single coils were selected on the guitar. The arrangement is our own. The 
accompaniment was previously recorded. A different recording is on our "Guitar Fun Version 
Two" album. Thanks for listening. 

03 - The Surfusions "It's A Blizzard Out There!" 
Uploaded by EdRadakovitz. 
This is the 2nd surf song I ever wrote and was recorded last last winter during a hearty snow fall 
(I live in the Chicago area). I tried to capture what it is like to drive thru a blizzard where visibility 
is low and the roads are icy. I played an Eastwood Surfcaster thru a Fender Mustang III amp. 
Various effects like delay, tremolo and phaser were used to create the sounds and textures of 
the guitar. The Surfusions are my friend Kevin on drums and I play everything else. It's a fun 
side project that we may take out live at some point. 

04 - Point Doom "Spy Eye" 
Uploaded by Stormtiger. 
Point Doom was Stormtiger (Doug Paulin)-guitar, Dave Pike-bass, Don Boomer-drums. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/l1knSE4fwAw


05 - Jeff Leites and Doug Forbes "Wild Weekend" 
Uploaded by JeffLeites. 
This is my cover of the Rockin’ Rebels instrumental, “Wild Weekend” from 1962/1963. While 
more of a prelude to surf music, there are surf bands that cover this catchy tune. This recording 
was an email collaboration between me and Doug Forbes. I recorded the lead and some rhythm 
(with a scratch drum track), emailed it to Doug, he added the actual drums, bass and some 
more rhythm and emailed it back to me. You might find it interesting to know that “Wild 
Weekend” had its origins as a promotional song for the Tommy Shannon show on radio station 
WKBW in Buffalo in 1961. 

06 - The Twang Twisters "Scorpion Surf" 
Uploaded by surfgtrnut. 
Scorpion Surf by The Twang Twisters, inspired by sailing a Scorpion sailboat in heavy surf. 

07 - The LiFe oF BriNe "The Breakup Song" 
Uploaded by LiFe_oF_BriNe. 
A twist on the original tune. It seems to go down well when we play it live. 

08 - Phantom Operators "Kooks Night Out" 
Uploaded by PhantomOperators. 
Hi! Here's our submission for the 2017 compilation. Hope you enjoy! 

09 - A Minor Conspiracy "Channel Surfing" 
Uploaded by murph. 
Just a medley of familiar, surf-friendly tv/movie themes that El Mirage is planning to work-up for 
shows. Nothing super exciting or novel for SG101'ers, but we get requests to play "Wipeout", 
"Hawaii Five-O", and others pretty regularly. This was originally going to be a rough sketch in 
Garageband, with basic drums and melody just to work out the transitions. Well, one thing lead 
to another. LOL 
The medley is composed of "Hawaii Five-O Intro", "The Munsters", "James Bond", "Out of 
Limits", "Batman", and "Hawaii Five-O Finale". The lead and rhythm guitars are panned, which 
makes it easy to adjust the balance and play whichever part you like. I think each theme in the 
medley is played in the original key, so you shouldn't have to transpose if you or your band is 
working on a full version of any of the themes. Have fun! 

10 - oestmann "Anchor of Hope" 
Uploaded by oestmann. 
It is an hopeful anchor. Some fuzz bass and surf guitar wrapped around a crispy anchor to chew 
on. Hope you enjoy  



11 - ldk "Maria" 
Uploaded by ldk. 
Here's my cover of The Dragsters' 1989 version of Maria from West Side Story off their album 
Stoked. Something about this tune I really like. The rhythm guitar is especially nice. I previously 
uploaded a backing track for this one. 

12 - Joelman "Cecilia Ann" 
Uploaded by Joelman. 
My first entry after all these years. I chose this song because it was mentioned in a thread, and I 
had never heard it. So I purchased the song as played by The Pixies, The Bambi Molesters, and 
the original by The Surftones. So what I am offering is my version I guess. 
I play all the parts except the drums on my Stratocaster Elite. Guitar into iRig PRO, iRig PRO 
into computer. 
The computer program I used was Garage Band. I am new to this computer recording stuff but I 
like it so far. Thanks Brian for doing this. 

13 - Royal Aces "La Tingo Tango" 
Uploaded by fenderfan. 
Denver's Royal Aces playing Marty Stuart's "La Tingo Tango". Recorded and mixed by Jeff 
Lewis. 

14 - Aloha Sluts "Leaving on a Jetplane (home demo)" 
Uploaded by arny. 
Here's our little tribute to John Denver. I played a punkrock version of this song with my other 
band Vettig Vel Punkrock Karaoke and fell in love with the melody. So why not try a surf rock 
version? I doodled around with my Digitech Trio pedal for the backing track (drums and bass) 
and came up with these guitar riffs. It is on the Aloha Sluts play list now, but we didn't had a 
chance to record it. Only played it live once, but got some great reactions from the audience. 
This is the original home demo I made. 

 

 

 

 

 



15 - Badger "Thunder Down Under (cover)" 
Uploaded by Badger. 
Not having a bass player or drummer I wanted to sort of acknowledge & thank The Atlantics & 
Martin Cilia who've released their many backing tracks over the years. This isn't a difficult tune 
but - hey, surf - says what it needs to in under 3 minutes. After I tore my hand up hanging 
Christmas lights I got ahold of Stratdancer to maybe add some of those signature Kahuna Kings 
power gliss thingies that he does but, alas, he was having equipment gremlins - maybe a collab 
next year. A wild Christmas season punctuated by heartbreaking news, followed by really 
optimistic hope. Surf music will kinda do that - crests, dips & swells. Is it Spring yet? lol 
Equipment was pretty simple; Strat, Vibrolux + Vox, Gomez tank & the El Capistan on an 
Echolette setting I worked out. Thanks Brian for all the work you do getting this together each 
year & to all for their contributions - I saved this whole sucker every year.  

16 - The_Cholla "Gold or Rock?" 
Uploaded by The_Cholla. 
A demo version of a song that has slept in my computer for a couple of years. Not very surf, I 
rather imagined it as a theme song for a sci-fi animated series  

17 - Jeff Senn "In Our Time" 
Uploaded by CrazyAces. 
This one popped in my head last year and I was going to record it for the 2016 comp but just 
didn't have it in me to see it through. This year my focus was re-adjusted and I'm so happy that 
Brian gives us a place to share these creations. It feels real good to make some music again. 
It's all me on this so the drums are a little sloppy and there are other quirky things about it but I 
hope some of you enjoy it. 
Cheers, 
Jeff 

18 - Rob_J "Blue Sunset" 
Uploaded by Rob_J. 
Well, here we are right down to the wire. I had intended to go back and redo this one but time 
has run out. This is my lead over a software generated backing track. The song is “Blue Sunset” 
written by Yuzo Kayama (who also wrote “Black Sand Beach” and others). The alternate 
Japanese title is “Yuhi Wa Akaku” and was recorded by The Ventures and a couple of their 
albums. 
I have also created a YouTube movie using my recording that can be seen here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZZCpqnJMns 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZZCpqnJMns


19 - Syndicateofsurf "Surfin Guru: SG101 REMIX" 
Uploaded by Syndicateofsurf. 
Well this song already had all I really wanted in it so after putting down the guitar I reached for 
the kitchen sink. 2 tracks were added, neither of them guitar. And of course I played with the 
dials. I think this goes in the "fun song" category. So have fun surfer dudes, hodads and 
gremmies. 

20 - The Surge "Been There... Done That" 
Uploaded by eddiekatcher. 
Whew........close. 
More of an advanced demo than a truly finished track, we knocked this out at the eleventh hour. 
In a nut shell, December was slammed with family things for all of us and it wasn't until we had 
only about a week left to put this together due to other obligations as well. Procrastination does 
not pay....... 
It's a tune I've been working on of late and we tracked most of it one evening last week. Bobby 
was able to get free from work responsibilities long enough to get the drums recorded just this 
afternoon. Guitars were all our AVRI '62 Jazzmasters, Bill's P Bass and our basement practice 
room Sonar drum kit. 
Oh, and none of the guys had ever heard it until they showed up to record it. 
Cheers all! 
ed 

21 - Eddie K & RIchard "Council Fire" 
Uploaded by Richard. 
This is a tune that Eddie started a while back that we noodled on together on and off through 
numerous working sessions in his basement. At some point we decided it would be a good 
SG101 comp submission. It came together kind of spontaneously at the last minute when we 
realized we were down to the wire on submission. Recorded with a couple of blonde 
Bandmasters and a blackface Bassman, Eddie's two Jazzmasters and my P-bass. Bobby, the 
drummer for The Surge, was kind enough to lay down some drums for us at zero hour. 


